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  COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY 

     WEEK OF OCTOBER 30 - NOV. 5, 2016 

THIS WEEK  
 

1
ST

 LOOK AT PROPOSED FEE HIKES                            
(NOT SO MUCH THIS YEAR) 

 

FY 17-18 BUDGET POLICIES                                      
(BUSINESS AS USUAL) 

 
 

WATER MATTERS AFTER 1:30 PM 

MAJOR WATER ADMINISTRATION AND 

FINANCING POLICIES UP FOR ADOPTION 

 

LAST WEEK 

 

BOS EXTENDS MARIJUANA URGENCY 

ORDINANCE FOR 10 MONTHS 

 

 PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVES 

WORKFORCE HOUSING INCENTIVES                         
(SENDS THEM FORWARD TO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS)    

THIS IS IT – THIS 

WEDNESDAY  

BEST PUBLIC 

POLICY EVENT IN 

SLO COUNTY 
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STATE FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES 

COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE 

SLOCOG/COUNTY ELECTION VIOLATION                  
(SEE PAGES 22 -23) 

 

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                    
(SEE PAGE 17) 

COUNTY/SLOCOG ELECTION LAW VIOLATIONS GET STATEWIDE ATTENTION 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS                                             

RIGGING ELECTIONS — AGAIN 

 BY JON COUPAL  

 PUT CA GOVERNMENT ON THE SAME BREAD-

AND-WATER DIET TAXPAYERS ARE ON 

BY KATY GRIMES 

  

THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, November 1, 2016 (Scheduled) 

Item 1 - Introduction of an ordinance implementing the County Fee Schedule "A" for 

Calendar Year 2017 and Fee Schedule "B" for Fiscal Year 2017-18. Hearing date set for 

November 22, 2016.  This item is on the agenda to set it for formal hearing on November 22. 

The fee increases are in aggregate very small, raising only $95,000 in new revenue. The write-up 

summarizes the staff recommendation: 

 

A current total of 2,000 fees were reviewed by County departments. Of the current total, 1,511 

(76%) are recommended to remain unchanged, 404 to increase (20%), 56 (3%) to decrease, and 

http://www.hjta.org/california-commentary/local-governments-rigging-elections-again/
http://www.hjta.org/california-commentary/local-governments-rigging-elections-again/
http://www.hjta.org/bio/jon-coupal/
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29 (1%) to be deleted. Sixty are recommended to be added, which in conjunction with the deleted 

fees, would result in a total of 2,031 fees for FY 2017-18.  

 

Planning and Building is recommending the reduction of some fees, primarily those related to 

installing solar panels (Obviously a sop to promote the politically correct trend and to 

respond to the growing group of solar installers). 

  

County’s Process is Good:  In terms of process, and even though we disagree with a number of 

existing fees as well as the policies generating fee pressure, we think that San Luis Obispo 

County’s annual review  process is one of the better ones around. Instead of nickeling and 

dimeing the public with fee increases scattered over the year (often submitted randomly in other 

jurisdictions by the various departments), the CAO presents the fees in a comprehensive policy 

linked document prior to budget formulation. The process is also good because it provides an 

annual review. This means that fees do not languish unadjusted for years or even decades, then 

have to be raised by very large amounts, which shock the relevant payers. 

 

Prior to the hearing we will highlight some of the existing regulatory fees that should be 

explicated and tested by the Board in terms of the staff time required to perform the work for 

which the fee is charged. The Board should also examine the process flow steps for which the 

fees are charged in the first place. One of our “favorites” is the fee of $400+ for the licensing of a 

food cart at a shopping mall. Just how many hours of what level of analysis must occur to allow 

the guy to sell popcorn?  

 

Item 2 - Monthly Drought Report.  Note that Lopez is approaching the 10,000 acre-feet mark, 

below which a new tier of severe use restrictions is invoked. The actual monthly report notes that 

staff is seeking State water to supplement the lake. It will be interesting to see if the current rains 

have any impact or is the land so dry that it will just percolate into the ground without runoff. 

 

 

November 1, 2016 Report 

 

  
October 2016 Report 
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September 2016 Report 

 
 

 

Item 16 - Review of the FY 2017-18 Budget Goals and Policies, Budget Balancing Strategies 

and Approaches, and Board Priorities.  The item constitutes the annual check-in by the CEO 

with respect to soliciting policy direction from the Board prior to sending out the budget 

preparation instructions to the departments  for assembling the FY 2017-18 County Budget. This 

has become a largely ritualistic non-event in which the Board simply ratifies the status quo and 

congratulates itself and staff for its financial policies. Of course the staff, as staff, proposes 

millions in fee increases in agenda item 1 above and justifies them in part with the statement: 

“Many of the proposed fee increases are related to staff costs, either from previous prevailing 

wage increases or shifts in the composition of staff that provide the service.” 

 

The Board letter reiterates the stated priorities (which have been the stated priorities for years): 

 

Currently the Board’s priorities are as follows (in order): 

 Meet legal mandates 

 Meet debt service requirements 

 Public Safety- defined as: 

 Sheriff-Coroner (fund center 136)  

 District Attorney (fund center 13201) 

 Probation (fund center 139) 

 County Fire (fund center 140)  

 

The County actually does not have much say over hundreds of millions of dollars. Obviously 

public safety is a priority as it is the main reason for having a government in the first place.  

 

Counties, as legal administrative subdivisions of the State, are subject to a variety of mandates 

about which services to carry out and how to carry them out. Social Services; welfare income 

maintenance payments; Public Health Services; Child Support Services; Child Protective 

Services; regulation of agricultural pests; voter registration; elections; property tax assessment 

(for all jurisdictions including schools); maintenance of deeds/land records; birth, death, and 

marriage records; and burial of the indigent dead are among the mandated services. Of course, to 

carry out these functions, counties must operate a massive system of overhead functions, 

including hiring and compensating employees; building and running jails, fire houses, office 

buildings, warehouses, and garages; and so forth. They must also operate and maintain large 

fleets of light and heavy vehicles and equipment; operate centralized and decentralized 
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information technology systems; contract for telephone systems; and operate and/or contract for 

legal services in a number of expert sub specialties. All this in turn requires a cadre of 

management, personnel, insurance, and financial experts to conduct budgeting, manage the 

accounts, pay the bills, gather the revenues, insure that people show up for work (and do the 

work), and measure the work. 

 

Each of the departments and offices is clamoring for ever more resources while the inexorable 

increases in salaries, pensions, and health benefit costs eat away at the ability to pay for the 

actual services. This in turn creates constant pressure for new taxes (witness Measure J) and 

pressure to raise both operating fees (See agenda item 1 above) and exactions fees on new 

development. 

 

Debt service payments are legal contracts with bond and certificate holders and must be paid on 

schedule. One might ask, given this situation, why do we even need a Board of Supervisors? Or 

why do we even need counties? What is the actual value added? Wouldn’t it be more cost 

effective and eliminate massive duplicated overhead (at least in metropolitan areas) if the largest 

city in the area took over the county functions? This is the case in San Francisco, New York, 

Nashville, Miami, and some other less visible jurisdictions. Consider Los Angeles County and 

the City of Los Angeles sitting side by side and each spending billions of dollars. In addition to 

the City of Los Angeles, there are 101 other separate incorporated cities within LA County. 

  

All this relegates the boards of supervisors’ real policy area to economic development, land use 

(including housing policy), utilities, public facilities (especially roads and parks), water policies, 

raising money, and attempting to make sure that the State Legislature appropriates enough 

funding for counties to carry out the mandates.
1
 Under the Gibson, Hill, and Patterson 

triumvirate (and with the assistance of policy impetus by the brilliant leftist apparatchik, Sarah 

Christie), the Board developed and installed the current suffocating anti-growth policy capped by 

the County’s Strategic Growth Policy and then rolled out in amendments to various components 

of the General Plan in zoning ordinances, greenhouse gas regulations, water moratoria, and 

bestially costly and time consuming permitting requirements. The impact of this all-pervasive 

and deep policy initiative will be felt for decades. Gibson understood and understands the 

formation of public policy and how to marshal the tools including the budget to achieve his and 

his supporters’ goals. How many times have we heard him say at the critical moment in a policy 

consideration: “Madam Chair, I’d like to try and frame the issue…….” and then the proceed to 

roll out a list of staff tasks, deadlines, and financing mechanisms replete with references to the 

relevant policy citations. 

 

                                                           
1
 Note that the large array of mandated functions do provide a Board of Supervisors with the ability to reward 

friends and punish opponents via contracts, jobs, labor negotiating policies, and spreading the wealth around. 
Witness Hill’s constant additions for “economic development,” cultural, homeless, and open space preservation 
projects. He then calls the chits in during current election season. 
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As we noted during the so-called Strategic Planning Session of several weeks ago, no strategic 

planning actually takes place. This is because Gibson and the staff have already seeded it in so 

many overt and subtle ways that it’s almost impossible to untangle. This is the key reason why 

this session is so pro-forma and for show. Staff is not offering any alternative scenarios. Why 

would they take the risk and tick off the bosses, unions, and program advocates? Twenty-five 

years of public service of which three include a top job as a CAO, County Counsel, Department 

Head, Deputy Department Head, or Division Head and your ticket is punched. (25 years x 3% x 

$240,000 = $180,000 per year for life + automatic cost of living increases + health insurance.) 

And then at age 57 you can take another job and add to it. 

 

Budget Balancing Strategy Number 7 below includes the key labor policy:  Agenda item 

number one above on fee increases contains the statement: Many of the proposed fee increases 

are related to staff costs, either from previous prevailing wage increases or shifts in the 

composition of staff (euphemism for position rank creep) who provide the service.  As we have 

previously pointed out, a major cost driver is contained in the County’s so-called “prevailing 

wage ordinance,” which requires that pay levels not fall below the levels established by certain 

comparable jurisdictions. Note that in sub-item 2 of the County budget balancing policy number 

7, as quoted below, actually invokes the prevailing wage ordinance. 

 

7. Engage Employees and Employee Associations- Labor costs make up 

approximately 48% of the total County budget (and approximately 60% of the 

General Fund budget). As a result, salary and benefit costs have the most significant 

influence upon expenditures. County staff and negotiators should continue to work 

with employees and employee associations in order to create opportunities to curtail 

labor costs. 

 

Specifically, the goal is to negotiate labor agreements that are 

consistent with the Board’s direction that: 

 

1. The cost of pension rate increases be shared 50/50 by the County and 

employees. 

 

2. Prevailing wage adjustments should be negotiated, consistent with the 

County’s Prevailing Wage Ordinance. COLAB NOTE: The referenced Prevailing Wage 

Ordinance requires that the County pay an average of the rate job for job which is paid by 

a list of comparable jurisdictions. This hamstrings the County’s negotiators from 

attempting to get the best rate. In actuality SLO County and the comparable jurisdictions 

are simply seesawing up the rates over time. How does sub-policy 2 conform to the general 

principle highlighted in yellow above and to which it is hierarchically and logically 

subordinate? 

 

This also impacts pension costs. For every dollar of payroll, the County (the taxpayers) 

must contribute an average of 25.01%, while the employees contribute only 13.8 %. The 

policy below will take decades to reach true parity.  
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3. A tiered pension plan be implemented for all new hires. The County has 

effectively implemented pension reform, which created second and third 

tier pension plans for all newly hired employees. Note: This one was actually was required by 

a State law that was adopted several years ago. The County began to implement its own 

tiered policy during the recession, which was then superseded by statute. All the positive 

spin here notwithstanding, the pension situation continues to worsen. Unfunded liability is 

now over half of a billion dollars. 

 

 

 

  
 

  

WATER MATTERS AFTER 1:30 PM 

 

In General:  Items 20 and 21 below contain substantial policy and are interrelated. Paso basin 

residents who are not in the City of Paso Robles, the area served by the Atascadero Water 
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company, San Miguel CSD, County CSD, the recently conditionally approved Shandon-San Juan 

Water District, or the emerging Estrella-El Pomar-Creston Water District should be especially 

vigilant in monitoring and responding to these two board items, as they are directly impacted. 

Item 20 updates the County’s 1969 Flood Control/Water Conservation District (County Water 

Agency - a division of the Public Works Department) financial policies with an eye toward 

funding (or not funding) the development of administrative structures and substantive plans 

required by the State Groundwater Management Act of 2014 (SGMA). Readers will remember 

that after the voter rejection of the proposed AB 2453 Paso Basin Water Management District, 

Supervisors Gibson and Hill went into retribution mode, saying that the Water Agency general 

fund should not pay for SGMA planning and that the Basin residents who were not part of a city 

or special district would have to fund their portion either by approving a 218-vote parcel fee to 

fund County Water Agency management or by ultimately capitulating to State Department of 

Water Resources (DWR) management at very high cost and no local control. Item 21 below 

states that one purpose of the SGMA role for the County is 4) representation of otherwise 

unrepresented beneficial uses and users of groundwater (e.g. rural domestic, agricultural, 

environmental, etc. as defined by SGMA). Under the polices proposed here, is the Water Agency 

going to fund the costs of this representation, that is as a groundwater sustainability agency 

(GSA) in preparation of the groundwater sustainability plan (GSP) and its ultimate 

implementation? 

Gibson, Hill, and Mecham prophesied that the voters of the unincorporated and unmanaged areas 

would reject a future vote for funding County management and thereby beckon Biblical-like 

vengeance in the form of being placed by the DWR into bureaucratic, regulatory, and fee 

captivity. Their failure to approve the AB 2453 water district would be avenged, and thousands 

of Paso Basin Philistines would be righteously punished under the heel of the DWR. It should be 

noted that the principle that each area of the County should bear its own water planning costs 

was not in vogue when Hill was pushing development of Diablo desal water, when Gibson was 

securing funding for system interties for the Chorro Valley and coast, and when Mecham was 

pushing for construction of a long-postponed and unfunded Shandon turn out on the Central 

Coast Water Authority aqueduct (state water). Of course the cost of designing, and preparing the 

LAFCO application, conducting the election, and pushing the AB2453 Paso Basin District had to 

be a million dollars (no final tabulation has been publicized). 

Item 21 provides a status report on the steps that are in progress to implement the requirements 

of SGMA in the Paso Basin, the Cuyama Basin, the San Luis Basin, the Santa Maria Basin (non-

adjudicated portion), and the Los Osos Basin, which is totally adjudicated. The actual punch line 

in Item 21, the projected costs, were already delivered in a May 24, 2016 Board item and are not 

included here. The write-up states: On May 24, 2016, staff presented initial annual cost estimates 

for basin-wide compliance in the five high and medium priority basins. These initial estimates 

did not reflect potential cost sharing amongst future GSA(s) in a basin, and included certain 

assumptions that will be refined in coordination with partners in each basin. This in effect 
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sugarcoats the item to some degree and may be designed to anesthetize some board members and 

the impacted communities to felicitate the adoption of the policies in Item 20. People may have 

forgotten the substantial costs, which were presented on May 26.   

Just the estimated planning costs for the Paso Basin alone are stunning: 

  

For example, exactly why will governance during the planning phase cost $1,350,000 in 2018? 

How can the Board of Supervisors agree to this plan without knowing what’s in the numbers? 

Ditto for the folks in Nipomo: 

  

What is the cost detail for $1,300,000 in 2018 for governance and administration? 

Items 20 and 21 are designed in part to help push along the day of reckoning for the Paso Basin 

and some peripheral areas of the Santa Marian Basin in Nipomo.  

All this being said, and notwithstanding the subtext retaliatory aspects with respect to the Paso 

basin, the reports are important and contain valuable information. From a staff work standpoint, 

and except for the omission of the financial costs from item 21, they are well put together. 

Moreover, Item 21 demonstrates progress on many fronts and again explicates how various 
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entities will be able to cooperate within the framework of SGMA to meet administrative 

structure requirements by June 30, 2017, and begin planning basin management to meet the 2020 

plan submission deadline.  

Supervisor Mecham, who represents much of the Paso Basin, is retiring. Mecham was a leading 

and strong proponent of the proposed AB 2453 water district and has actively talked about state 

takeover. Much of the County’s water policy (along with all policy) has been driven by Gibson 

with Hill in close support. The Board should hear the reports, provide any requests for further 

information, and could provide conditional direction and approval subject to the actual costs 

being presented. At that time the staff can return with an enriched Item 21 on the status of 

SGMA compliance, which includes updated budget projections and the revenue implications that 

would be mandated by the Item 20 policies The staff can keep working on all the ongoing efforts 

to monitor and coordinate with the emerging Ground Water Management Agencies (GSA’s) and 

help broker coordinative mechanisms in those basins that have multiple GSAs, the County as a 

GSA, and, in the case of the Paso Basin and Santa Maria Basin, with adjudication groups. 

Interestingly the report does not mention the Paso adjudication. What is the plan to integrate that 

group? 

Item 20 - Submittal of a resolution establishing a policy regarding management of the San 

Luis Obispo County Flood Control and Water Conservation District General Fund Budget 

and Reserves. The actual policy Resolution states in part:  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, ORDERED AND DETERMINED by the 

Board of Supervisors of the San Luis Obispo County Flood Control and Water Conservation 

District, State of California, that the District General Fund budget and reserves shall be 

managed in accordance with the following principles: 

1. The District shall use available funds for services intended to result in the following: 

a. Development of a common understanding of conditions (e.g. regional data collection, 

technical studies); 

b. Definition of sustainability goals (e.g. Integrated Regional Water 

Management (IRWM) Program implementation); 

c. Identification of feasible solutions to meet goals (e.g. feasibility studies); and 

d. Facilitation of the initial implementation of identified solutions (e.g. District zones of benefit) 

NOTE: Do (c) and (d) mean that funding could be available for development of SGMA 

plans or not?  It seems to say that they could be used to create new taxing entities.  
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2. In its determination of the manner in which various services falling within Section 1 will be 

funded through the development of the annual District General Fund budget, the District shall 

allocate funding in accordance with the following priority order: 

a. Existing regional programmatic services and commitments; 

b. District financing needs and other County-provided services related to water resources; and 

c. Other projects and programs that come forward through the IRWM project solicitation and 

grant application process or are otherwise identified by regional and/or sub-regional 

stakeholder groups and are financially supported by entities other than the District (e.g.cost-

shared, grant-funded or otherwise cost-recoverable area specific services such as basin 

characterizations/models and drainage studies). 

3. When a long-term solution(s) is identified for implementation, such as an infrastructure 

project, management of a shared source of supply or management of flood and/or storm waters, 

use of the annual District General Fund budget shall be limited to facilitating services related to 

its initial implementation, including institutional structure formation (e.g. creation of a zone of 

benefit of the District) and funding processes (e.g. establishment of a fee, assessment or tax), 

preliminary project development and cash flow/start-up costs. If such services become funded, 

the District shall seek reimbursement (e.g. from a successfully formed and funded zone of benefit 

of the District) to the extent possible. NOTE: Would the highlighted portion pertain to 

raising funds for SGMA planning?  It seems to imply that the water agency will not pay for 

actual SGMA planning. 

4. The annual District General Fund budget shall be developed and managed in a manner that 

builds reserves in times while needs beyond existing regional programmatic services are still 

being identified so that funding is available when services to address such needs are ready for 

implementation. 

5. For annual budgeting and emergency preparedness purposes the minimum threshold for 

District reserves shall be $3,100,000. 

In the big picture does this mean that residents living in areas subject to SGMA, who are not part 

of an existing city or district, will have to fund their SGMA plans from a new tax or fee? 

1. How will this work in terms of the SGMA 2020 deadline when the required Prop. 218 tax vote 

must occur during a year when members of the cognizant legislative body are up for election – 

i.e., the Board of Supervisors. The next election will be in November 2018. 

2. Does the staff believe that the property owners who are part of the Paso Basin Adjudication 

will be subject to creating a zone of benefit to fund SGMA planning and ultimately 

implementation in their area? 
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Item 21 - Receive an update and provide direction on the implementation of the 

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) Strategy.  This item details the various 

structural options that might be adopted for the County to coordinate with the various GSAs that 

are emerging. It also discusses the variety of coordinative mechanisms that could be developed 

to manage a basin with multiple GSAs. The report contains some helpful tables that lay out the 

advantages and disadvantages of the structures. These are also indicative of the complexity and 

impending cost of the unfunded State SGMA mandate. 

OPTIONS FOR GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY (GSA) GOVERNANCE 

STRUCTURES  

SGMA Governance Background 

A GSA must eventually have a defined governance approach and must prepare a GSP that meets 

State requirements. At their discretion, GSAs may… 

 

 

 

or de minimis 

extractors) 

requirements depending on the nature of the fee) (may pursue other funding mechanisms if 

possess statutory authority) 

over management/administrative costs (subject to all applicable constitutional 

requirements depending on the specific nature of the fee) (may pursue other funding mechanisms 

if possess statutory authority) 

The following table provides brief descriptions of entity and/or agreement types available for 

GSA formation processes. It also provides several key pros and cons related to each type. This 

table was developed based on prior work developed by the Glenn SGMA Governance Work 

Group, and a governance work group over the Atascadero portion of the Paso Basin. 
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In the end you get to pay a new, existing, or consortium of governments (or all three) to tell you 

how much water you can use, when you can use it, and where you can use it. You will also, in 

effect, be paying for your own water when they impose the extraction fees. Once this program is 

fully in force, it will add to the problems of the growing body of restrictions on both agriculture 

and living on acreage, such as events ordinances, vacation rental ordinances, winery regulations, 

greenhouse gas emission regulations, owner occupancy regulations (banning 2
nd

 homes), native 
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tree regulations, code upgrades upon sale or modification, endangered and listed species laws, 

and so on.  

LAST WEEKS HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, October 25, 2016 (Completed) 

Item 15 - Hearing to consider the extension of the Marijuana (Cannabis) Interim 

Zoning/Urgency Ordinance No. 3334 pursuant to Sections 25123, 25131, and 65858 of the 

California Government Code for a period of up to 22 months and 15 days. Ordinance No. 

3334 places limits on the cultivation of marijuana and requires all cultivators to register 

with the County of San Luis Obispo.  The Board voted 5/0 to extend the ordinance for ten 

months and 15 days to give staff time to research and prepare a permanent ordinance. There will 

be an extensive process to involve all the “stakeholders.” Staff will also need to ascertain what 

level of environmental assessment will be required. The issues will become more complex and 

impactful if the voters approve state Ballot Proposition 64, which legalizes the recreational use 

of marijuana. Supervisor Gibson seems quite enthusiastic about both the passage of Prop. 64 and 

the County project to regulate marijuana. He sees the issue as a major change (advancement?) for 

society in general. He repeatedly states, “we have to get ahead of this … we have to get it right.” 

But if Proposition 64 passes and society and 

the county are deluged with easy to obtain 

legal marijuana, what are the consequences? 

Why is the left so keen on promoting 

legalization and widespread use of marijuana 

in the first place, especially when they 

oppose tobacco? This stuff is not sauvignon 

blanc with dinner. Will it be an alternative to 

a cold beer at the Dodger’s game? Back in 

colonial times and later in the 19
th

 century 

settlers, land speculators, and even 

governments gave “whiskey” to the Native 

Americans to weaken and undermine their social structure and thereby to facilitate the seizing of 

their lands. No doubt some on the left see a weak, addicted, dependent, and servile citizenry as 

fertile ground for takeover. Alcohol abuse and dependency already plague a portion of society. 

Now, the policy is to double down?  The article below is just the tip of the iceberg. 

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwislNqU0_bPAhVMxGMKHdHxDccQjRwIBw&url=http://firstpeoples.org/wp/alcoholism-fetal-alcohol-syndrome-and-the-native-american-woman/&psig=AFQjCNGf1NQUsnCcUL5IZvFE-lPnQBX3zw&ust=1477508665796965
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Nipomo nursery under investigation for growing 51,000 marijuana 

plants   

 

By Kaytlyn Leslie 

The San Luis Obispo County Sheriff’s Office is investigating a Nipomo nursery after deputies 

found approximately 51,000 marijuana plants growing on site. 

According to sheriff’s spokesman Tony Cipolla, authorities received a tip that marijuana was 

being cultivated at what once was the Clearwater Nursery on Mesa Road in late September. 

After serving a search warrant, authorities discovered the plants and began an investigation. 

No arrests were made, and the plants were not seized, because workers told deputies the plants 

were a part of a legal medical marijuana collective, Cipolla said.  

Deputies are also investigating whether the collective is affiliated with the former nursery 

ownership because the Clearwater Nursery filed bankruptcy paperwork in early 2015 and the 

current collective management is unclear.  

County supervisors in September passed urgency rules banning any new cultivation of marijuana 

in the unincorporated areas of the county, but the rules do not apply to grows that were in 

operation before Aug. 23. County officials estimated at that time that there are more than 500 

medical marijuana cultivation sites in the county. 

State law allows medical marijuana to be grown through nonprofit collectives, as long as it is 

only distributed among members of that collective. Members must have a California medical 

marijuana identification card to join. 

The law limits the number of plants that can be grown in a collective to six mature plants or 12 

immature plants per patient, meaning the Nipomo grow would have to have between 4,250 and 

8,500 members to comply with state regulations. 

Cipolla declined to disclose how many people are members of the Nipomo collective, though he 

did say the Sheriff’s Office is actively investigating a list of members provided to authorities. 

He said several are also members of other collectives in the area — something that will be 

illegal under state law starting in January 2018. 

 

This article first appeared in the San Luis Obispo Tribune of October 26, 2016. 

 

Background:  On September 20, 2016, the Board adopted an urgency zoning ordinance limiting 

the development of new marijuana farms. Under State law, urgency zoning ordinances are 

initially adopted for a period of 45 days. They must be reviewed and extended by a 4/5 vote 

within the 45-day interval if the governing board of a jurisdiction wishes to extend them. They 

may be extended for up to 2 years and 2 months. The purposes, in this case, include restricting 

out of control development of marijuana grows in California Valley, whether Proposition 64, 

which legalizes the use of recreational marijuana, passes on November 8 or  not, and then 

http://www.slosheriff.org/
http://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/local/article103103792.html
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providing sufficient time for the County to design, process, and adopt a permanent regulatory 

ordinance in conformance with State enabling legislation.  

 

Planning Commission Meeting of Thursday, October 27, 2016 (Completed) 

Item 8 - Continued item - Workforce Housing Ordinance and Design Guidelines.  The 

Commission approved the proposed ordinance 5/0. 

This session was continued from the September 27, 2016 meeting. The Commission finalized it 

and sent it forward to the Board of Supervisors with a recommendation for adoption. The 

proposed ordinance provides some flexibility in lot size, building coverage, and design 

guidelines in an effort to stimulate housing affordable to typical members of the workforce. It 

does not deal with larger issues of insufficient land zoned for housing, permit fees, lengthy and 

costly permitting process, exaction fees, CEQA lawsuits, and lack of water. 

Background:  There is nothing inherently wrong with the ordinance itself. Every little bit helps. 

The problem will be that some leaders will say, “OK, we dealt with that problem and we are 

done.”  

Item 9 - San Miguel Community Plan.  The item was continued from the October 13, 2016 

Commission meeting. The Commission resumed work on the Plan and then continued it to a 

future session. It is expected that they need another half day or so to complete their review and 

vote to recommend it to the Board of Supervisors. 

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH 
In fighting the troublesome, local day-to-day assaults on our freedom and property, it is also 

important to keep in mind the larger underlying ideological, political, and economic causes and 

forces. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS                                             

RIGGING ELECTIONS — AGAIN 

 By Jon Coupal  

With all the state and local taxes on the November ballot, one would think that government at all 

levels in California was starved for revenue. But even a cursory review of the Golden State’s 

“tax machine” reveals that the tax burden is already too heavy for many to bear. California has 

the highest income rate in America (likely to be extended for another 12 years) and the highest 

http://www.hjta.org/california-commentary/local-governments-rigging-elections-again/
http://www.hjta.org/california-commentary/local-governments-rigging-elections-again/
http://www.hjta.org/bio/jon-coupal/
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state sales tax rate. And despite Prop 13, our per capita property tax collections ranks no lower 

than 14th in the nation. 

In the June primary, voters already passed 29 out of 40 local tax increases. But those taxes 

register as barely a blip compared to the earthquake confronting voters in less than three weeks. 

According to the California Taxpayers Association, there are 228 local tax measures representing 

a cumulative tax increase of more than $3 billion per year, along with 193 bonds (more than $30 

billion’s worth) that would dramatically increase annual property taxes. 

After the June primary, this column observed that the high rate of passage reflected not so much 

a love for higher taxes as it did the fact that the tax raisers have become experts at gaming the 

system to pass tax and bond measures. Highly paid political consultants tell local officials not to 

publicize tax elections to the entire community, but to target only their supporters. This means 

running stealth elections, communicating (in the case of school bonds) with only administrators 

and construction firms who are always more than willing to finance political campaigns and, of 

course, public employee unions who never met a tax they didn’t like. 

The strategies that the pro-taxers employ to extract money from an unsuspecting citizenry are 

endless. For example, many school boards, cities and counties do all they can to time elections so 

that potential opponents have inadequate time to mobilize. The ultimate goal is to prevent an 

opposition argument from even appearing in the ballot pamphlet. On countless occasions, 

taxpayer advocates have been blindsided by proposed tax increases because they were only 

afforded a few precious days to submit an argument. And when it is too late, there are few legal 

remedies.  

The ultimate insult to taxpayers, of course, is when local governments use public dollars to 

engage in political advocacy to influence an election. In theory, it is illegal for officials to use 

public resources (including public funds) to urge a vote for or against a political issue. But, in 

practice, it happens all the time. Two weeks ago, both the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association 

and the Central Coast Taxpayers Association filed a complaint with the Fair Political Practices 

Commission alleging campaign reporting violations of the Political Reform Act by the County of 

San Luis Obispo, the San Luis Obispo Council of Governments (SLOCOG) and the Yes on 

Measure J Committee, a group pushing a local transportation tax. These government entities 

have spent nearly a quarter of a million taxpayer dollars on promotional materials and 

government employee and contractor compensation supporting Measure J.  

As the November election draws near, the complaints about government interference in elections 

have ramped up dramatically. In Sacramento, the Sacramento City Unified School District used 

“robocalls” to contact thousands of parents with “important information” about the benefits of a 

parcel tax as well as statewide Proposition 55. According to the Sacramento Bee, the district sent 

the scripted messages recorded by five district trustees through its automated telephone message 

distribution system, explaining how the two tax measures would raise money for school 

programs and services that otherwise could be slashed. (This despite the fact that education 

spending in California has exploded since 2010). 
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Such communications are neither information nor balanced. They are always one-sided puff 

pieces designed solely to extract yes votes from uninformed voters. 

California voters need to be alert to the lies, distortions and illegal expenditures of taxpayer 

dollars when considering any request for higher taxes. Yes, government services require public 

dollars. But before voting yes on any tax increase, ask yourself why is it that other states have 

markedly better public services without the high price tag. 

Jon Coupal is president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association — California’s largest 

grass-roots taxpayer organization dedicated to the protection of Proposition 13 and the 

advancement of taxpayers’ rights. This article first appeared in the October 23, 2016 edition of 

the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association’s California Commentary.  

 

 

PUT CA GOVERNMENT ON THE SAME BREAD-

AND-WATER DIET TAXPAYERS ARE ON 

  

BY KATY GRIMES 

 

It appears every city, county and municipality in California has a tax increase measure on the 

November 8th ballot, and is spending taxpayer dollars promoting these tax increase ballot 

measures. Illegal government manipulation in elections has ramped up all across the state – and 

taxpayers are footing the cost. 

“From Yreka, near the Oregon border, to El Centro, just north of Mexico, more than 80 local 

governments are asking voters next month to approve sales-tax increases, the most on record,” 

Bloomberg recently reported. “While some aim to boost spending on roads or other projects, 

most measures would just provide extra cash,” proving that 80 local governments don’t really 

need to boost transportation or school funds – they need the infusion of cash to pay the public 

pension beast. 

If your government is advocating (illegally) for a tax increase, you probably should vote against 

it. There are 10 million Californians living below the poverty level, and far more who have seen 

little growth in wages for nearly two decades. Tax increases not only don’t solve these problems, 

they exacerbate them – especially when the taxpayers’ money doesn’t go where we think it does. 

“Nearly half of Corrections spending goes in salary to 55,000 department employees,” 

According to David Crane. “Likewise, most state spending on Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid 
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program) is pocketed by pharmaceutical companies, doctors, nurses and hospitals and 81% of 

school district spending, 61% of which is provided by the state, goes to or for the benefit of 

employees. The fact that government employees and healthcare providers will pocket 71%, or 

$85 billion, of General Fund spending this year helps explain why they are the state’s most 

aggressive political actors. With so much money on the line, they have a lot to lose and to gain 

from state propositions and who sits in the state legislature and governor’s office.” Crane was a 

special advisor to Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, and a director of the California State 

Teachers Retirement System, California High Speed Rail Authority, and California Economic 

Development Commission. 

Sacramento 

Sacramento’s Measure B is the city politicians’ latest scheme to double the existing Measure A 

county transportation sales tax, increasing it from one-half percent to a full one percent. It would 

draw a projected $3.6 billion from the pockets of Sacramento residents and businesses over the 

next 30 years, making it the largest tax increase in the history of Sacramento County.  

By doubling the local transportation sales tax for the next 30 years, local politicians plan to bail 

out Sacramento Regional Transit, despite a history of abominable management and gross, 

wasteful spending.  Measure B is also the scheme to fund the public pension black hole owed to 

Regional Transit employees and retirees. 

The Don’t Double the Tax, No on Measure B campaign committee recently filed a complaint 

with the Sacramento County Civil Grand Jury against the Sacramento Transportation Authority 

and the City of Sacramento for illegally using county and city taxpayer funds to operate their 

political campaign to try to pass Measure B. The City of Sacramento and the Sacramento 

Transportation Authority have spent more than $150,000 of county taxpayer money and an 

unknown amount of city taxpayer money to illegally campaign for passage of Measure B, 

according to the Grand Jury filing. 

Did I already mention that it is illegal for government to choose a side in elections, much less 

using taxpayer money to undermine what should be a democratic process decided by the 

taxpayers? 

San Luis Obispo 

Recently, the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association and the Central Coast Taxpayers Association 

filed a complaint with the Fair Political Practices Commission alleging campaign reporting 

violations of the Political Reform Act by the County of San Luis Obispo, the San Luis Obispo 

Council of Governments and the Yes on Measure J Committee, a group also pushing a local 

transportation tax. These government entities have spent nearly a quarter of a million taxpayer 

dollars on promotional materials and government employee and contractor compensation 

supporting Measure J. 

Apple Valley 
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The Town Council of Apple Valley, California, in San Bernardino County, has spent hundreds of 

thousands of taxpayer dollars putting a competing ballot initiative on the November ballot in 

opposition to a voter-approved measure grappling with accountability for bond debt. 

Back in Sac 

Sacramento City Unified School District Trustees used its own telephone message distribution 

system to promote tax increase measures for school programs and services.  

The district contacted thousands of Sacramento parents using robo calls promoting a parcel tax 

as well as statewide Proposition 55. But these communications cannot be considered 

“information,” nor do they offer a balanced message. “They are always one-sided puff pieces 

designed solely to extract yes votes from uninformed voters,” Jon Coupal, President of the 

Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association wrote in an op ed this week. 

California voters have a chance to push back against these illegal activities and illegal 

government expenditures using taxpayer funds, by voting no on many of these tax increase 

measures. When will enough be enough for politicians – especially in a state which already has 

some of the highest income taxes, sales taxes, capital gains taxes, excise taxes, inheritance and 

estate taxes? California ranks the highest among states levying an individual income tax, while 

California’s school system ranked 9th worst in the nation, because the bulk of the taxpayer funds 

are not going to the classrooms. 

Why would California taxpayers ever trust local and state government with more hard-earned tax 

money when it is being squandered — and used against us? It’s time to put local and state 

government on the same bread-and-water diet taxpayers are on. 

Katy Grimes is the President of the Sacramento Taxpayers Association. This article first 

appeared in the October 25, 2016 Flashreport. 
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http://us5.campaign-archive1.com/?u=a40c318dba8ce9a0fc951284f&id=b6c1c8877b&e=aaa5360e92
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